In regression analysis, we employ contour projection (CP) to develop a new dimension reduction theory. Accordingly, we introduce the notions of the central contour subspace and generalized contour subspace. We show that both of their structural dimensions are no larger than that of the central subspace Cook [Regression Graphics (1998b) Wiley]. Furthermore, we employ CP-sliced inverse regression, CP-sliced average variance estimation and CP-directional regression to estimate the generalized contour subspace, and we subsequently obtain their theoretical properties. Monte Carlo studies demonstrate that the three CP-based dimension reduction methods outperform their corresponding non-CP approaches when the predictors have heavy-tailed elliptical distributions. An empirical example is also presented to illustrate the usefulness of the CP method.
1. Introduction. In high-dimensional data analysis, Li (1991) proposed a method of effective dimension reduction and Cook (1998b) subsequently introduced the concept of sufficient dimension reduction. Their novel approaches allow us to study low-dimensional regression relationships prior to model formulations. To effectively estimate the basis of a dimension reduction subspace, various methods have been developed. They include, but are not limited to, sliced inverse regression (SIR) [Li (1991) ], sliced average variance estimation (SAVE) [Cook and Weisberg (1991) ], principal Hessian directions (PHD) [Li (1992) and Cook (1998a) ], minimum average variance estimator (MAVE) [Xia et al. (2002) ], contour regression (CR) [Li, Zha where µ ∈ R p is the location parameter, Σ ∈ R p×p is the positive definite scatter matrix and X − µ 2 Σ = (X − µ) ⊤ Σ −1 (X − µ) is a Mahalanobis distance. For the sake of identifiability, we require that tr(Σ) = p [Muirhead (1982) ]. Without loss of generality, we also assume that Σ = I p and µ = 0, which can be achieved by redefining X . = Σ −1/2 (X − µ).
As mentioned above, if X satisfies the linearity condition for any arbitrary direction b, the distribution of X must be elliptically symmetric. However, this is only valid when the finite moments of an elliptically symmetric distribution exist. To avoid the issue of the existence of finite moments, we adopt the method of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) and propose the following contour projection operation:
where R = X and · is the typical L 2 norm. As a result, − → X is the contour projected predictor, which has finite moments of every order. It can be shown that the support of − → X is the unit contour { − → x : − → x = 1}, as long as the support of X contains an open convex set that includes the origin as an interior point. Although Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) employed CP in the context of inverse regression, the properties of contour projected dimension reduction have not been well studied yet. This motivates us to establish the theoretical foundation for CP in the subsequent sections.
2.3. Central contour subspace. When X follows an elliptically symmetric distribution as defined in (2.2), Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) noted that R and − → X are mutually independent. Accordingly, we consider the following contour projected dimension reduction model:
for some B ∈ R p×d . We then label the resulting space S(B) a sufficient contour subspace (SCS) of Y | − → X . Adopting the CS concept of Cook (1996) , Cook (1998b) , we define the intersection of all SCSs as the kernel contour subspace (KCS) and denote it by K y| − → x . If K y| − → x itself is also a SCS, we call it the central contour subspace (CCS) and denote it by C y| − → x . Under mild yet reasonable conditions [Cook (1998b) ], the CS can be well defined as the intersection of all SDR subspaces. However, in the CP context, one can easily construct examples such that the KCS is not a SCS, and hence the CCS does not exist. Consider the following example:
where p > 2 and X follows an elliptically symmetric distribution. Note that ε in (2.5) and hereafter satisfies ε ⊥ ⊥ − → X . Let e j ∈ R p denote a p-dimensional vector with its jth component being 1 and others 0. Then, the second equality in (2.5) results in one SCS, S a = S(e 2 , . . . , e p ), while the third equality yields another SCS, S b = S(e 1 ). Nevertheless, S a ∩ S b = ∅ is an empty set. Thus, the CCS does not exist. A similar example was also constructed by Cook (1994) .
Example 1 indicates that the CCS may not be well defined if the regression relationship is symmetric. This motivates us to present the following three definitions so that we can assess the existence of CCS. Definition 1. We define Y |X to be dimension reducible if (2.1) holds for some d < p. Otherwise, Y |X is dimension irreducible. Analogously, we define Y | − → X as dimension reducible if (2.4) holds for some d < p. Otherwise,
If Y |X is dimension reducible, then (2.1) holds for d < p. By Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) , we have Y ⊥ ⊥ − → X |A ⊤ − → X , which implies that Y | − → X is also dimension reducible. As a result, if Y | − → X is dimension irreducible, then Y |X is dimension irreducible. However, the reverse is not true. This indicates that the CP method might provide a better dimension reduction than SDR. To this end, we next define contour symmetric.
Definition 2. Let G y ( − → X = − → x ) = P (Y ≤ y| − → X = − → x ), and assume that Y | − → X is dimension reducible. We then term Y | − → X contour symmetric on directions in S(B 1 ), with B 1 ∈ R p×d 1 and 1 ≤ d 1 < p, if it satisfies (2.6) where − → x ∈ R p is an arbitrary vector satisfying − → x = 1, B 2 ∈ R p×d 2 for some 0 ≤ d 2 < p satisfying the conditions S(B 1 ) ∩ S(B 2 ) = ∅, S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = R p , and G y ( − → X = − → x ) is a nondegenerate function in P B 1 − → x . Equation (2.6) implies that S(B 1 , B 2 ) is a SCS. Thus, we only need to focus on the symmetric directions in SCSs. For the sake of convenience, we require that S(B 1 ) and S(B 2 ) do not have any overlap. Otherwise, one can redefine B 1 . = (I p − P B 2 )B 1 so that (2.6) is still valid. One might wonder why we impose the constraint S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = R p . Consider an arbitrary dimension reducible Y | − → X , and assume that one of its SCSs is given by S(B) with dim{S(B)} < p, where dim{·} stands for the dimension of a linear subspace. If we do not impose the constraint S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = R p , then we can define B 2 = B and B 1 as a basis of linear subspace whose orthogonal complement is S(B). Accordingly,
This together with the assumption of S(B 2 ) being a SCS implies that
Hence, condition (2.6) is satisfied for any dimension reducible Y | − → X . Consequently, Definition 2 loses its ability to characterize Y | − → X 's nontrivial symmetric structure. Therefore, requiring S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = R p is essential and necessary. In contrast to contour symmetric, we define contour asymmetric as given below.
Definition 3 leads to the next theorem for the existence of the CCS. 
The above theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the unique existence of the CCS, that is, the regression relationship Y | − → X must be contour asymmetric. This naturally raises an interesting question: what happens if Y | − → X is not contour asymmetric? This critical question is addressed in the next subsection.
2.4. Generalized contour subspace. For the existence of the CCS, Theorem 1 requires a strong condition that is likely to be violated under some symmetric situations; see Example 1 in (2.5). This motivates us to redefine the "smallest" SCS as the SCS with the smallest structural dimension, rather than the intersection of all SCSs (i.e., the KCS K y| − → x ). The resulting space is called the generalized contour subspace (GCS), denoted by G y| − → x . Because R p itself is a SCS and a SCS's dimension must be a positive integer no larger than p, there exists at least one GCS, and its dimension is unique (denoted by d 0 ). It is noteworthy that
The existence of a GCS does not guarantee its uniqueness, so we need to find a reasonable condition to ensure the uniqueness of the GCS. To gain some insights, we consider the following example:
One can easily verify that there exist at least two different SCSs, whose intersection is not a SCS. For example, the first equality yields G a = S(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ), while the second equality results in G b = S(e 1 , e 4 , . . . , e p ). However, their intersection G a ∩ G b = S(e 1 ) is not a SCS. If we assume that the GCS is not uniquely defined, then it is natural to have both G a and G b be GCSs,
This leads to p = 5, so we have
Both (2.9) and (2.10) together imply a necessary condition for the existence of multiple GCSs. This necessary condition is
Example 2 motivates us to find a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the GCS. In most applications, the structural dimension d 0 is expected to be much smaller than the predictor dimension [Chiaromonte, Cook and Li (2002) ]. Thus, a very typical violation of equality (2.11)
Under such a condition, the uniqueness of the GCS can be rigorously established.
Theorem 2.
If there exists at least one SCS with structural dimension
The above theorem indicates that the GCS can be well defined under a rather mild condition. It also shows that the existence of the CCS implies that of the GCS. This raises another interesting question: what is the relationship between the GCS and the CS [Cook (1996) and Cook (1998b) ]? This issue is addressed below.
Theorem 3. The relationship between the sufficient contour subspace and the CS is such that:
Theorem 3 shows that the KCS is a subspace of the CS and the dimension of the GCS cannot be larger than that of the CS. In addition, Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) indicates that the CS must be a SCS.
To further explore the relationship, one might wonder whether the GCS must be the CS. We can easily verify with the following example that this is not necessary.
Example 3.
The first equality of Example 3 demonstrates that the dimension of the CS is the same as the predictor dimension p. Thus, Y |X is dimension irreducible. However, the second equality indicates that the dimension of the GCS is only 0, which represents a substantial dimension reduction. Accordingly, the GCS is not the CS.
Since the structural dimension of the GCS is never larger than that of the CS, one might question whether the GCS is always a subspace of the CS. The answer is negative, which is illustrated by Example 1. As one can see, the first equality of (2.5) implies that the CS is S y|x = S(e 2 , . . . , e p ), while the third equality of (2.5) indicates that G y| − → x = S(e 1 ). As a result, the intersection of the GCS and the CS is an empty set, which means GCS CS in this example.
In summary, Theorem 3, together with Examples 1 and 3, indicates that the GCS is closely related to but not exactly the same as the CS. Most importantly, the structural dimension of the GCS is guaranteed to be no larger, but might be much smaller, than that of the CS. Finally, one might wonder when we can have G y| − → x = S y|x . To this end, the following theorem provides a sufficient condition.
Aforementionedly, in most applications, the structural dimension dim(S y|x ) is expected to be much smaller than the predictor dimension [Chiaromonte, Cook and Li (2002) ]. Thus, the condition dim(S y|x ) < {p + dim(K y| − → x )}/2 is easily satisfied as long as we have dim(S y|x ) < p/2. As a result, the technical condition entailed by Theorem 4 [i.e., dim(S y|x ) < {p + dim(K y| − → x )}/2] is rather mild, which implies that the GCS is usually equal to the CS in practice. However, this condition is sufficient but not necessary. See the following counter example.
Example 4.
where X ∈ R 4 . In this example, we have
In this section, we have established the foundations of the CP, explored the properties of the GCS and the CCS, and made connections between the GCS and the CS. To facilitate the use of the GCS in dimension reduction, we now turn to studying the properties of inverse regression methods via CP in the next two sections.
3. Contour projected SIR and SAVE. To improve dimension reduction, Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) employed SIR and SAVE on the CS estimation via the contour projected predictor − → X . For the sake of simplicity, we refer to both methods as CP-SIR and CP-SAVE, respectively. Although Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) investigated some connections between the CP approach and the CS, they failed to solve the identifiability problem due to contour symmetry. In addition, CP is more directly related to the GCS than the CS. These findings motivate us to establish the relationships between the linear subspaces generated by the kernel matrices of CP-SIR and CP-SAVE with the GCS, respectively.
3.1. The CP-SIR method. In the presence of finite moments, SIR employs the kernel matrix cov{E(X|Y )}. This naturally motivates a CP-SIR method with the kernel matrix cov{E( − → X |Y )}; see Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) . Then, its statistical properties can be studied as follows.
Lemma 1. Assume that X has the density function in (2.2). We then have
Lemma 1 implies that CP-SIR is able to estimate a portion of the KCS K y| − → x , which is a subspace of the GCS. By definition, we know that K y| − → x = S(B)∈I S(B), where S(B) is a SCS and I is the set of all SCSs. In addition, we can decompose S(B) as S(B A ) ∪ S(B S ) = S(B) with S(B A ) ∩ S(B S ) = ∅ and
for some B A and B S . It is noteworthy that such a decomposition always exists. This is because we can always set S(B s ) = ∅ and S(B A ) to be an arbitrary SCS. However, such a decomposition is not unique. Consider, for example:
Example 5.
where X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) ∈ R 3 . Here, we can decompose S(B) as {S(B 1 S ) = ∅, S(B 1 A ) = S(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 )} (or {S(B 2 S ) = S(e 1 ), S(B 2 A ) = S(e 2 , e 3 )}, or {S(B 3 S ) = S(e 2 ), S(B 3 A ) = S(e 1 , e 3 )}). Thus, the decomposition (3.1) is not unique. In
is unique, which motivates us to further characterize the properties of the KCS given below.
Lemma 2. Assume X has the density function in (2.2). S(B) and S(B A ) are defined as above. Then:
Lemma 2(1) shows that the KCS excludes all symmetric directions in the SCS. Accordingly, if Y | − → X is contour symmetric on some direction, then the KCS is not a SCS, and hence cannot be a GCS. This is the result of Lemma 2(2). In addition, Lemma 2(3) indicates that the KCS becomes a GCS if Y | − → X is contour asymmetric. As a result, the KCS becomes the CCS (see Theorem 1). This finding bridges S{E( − → X |Y )} and the KCS by introducing the following assumption.
Assumption 1 is similar to the mild requirement given in Li and Wang (2007) and Shao, Cook and Weisberg (2007) . Under this assumption and the contour asymmetric condition, we establish the population exhaustiveness of CP-SIR, given below. 
To facilitate the use of CP, we next study CP-SAVE.
3.2. The CP-SAVE method. As demonstrated in the previous subsection, CP-SIR fails if the regression relationship is symmetric. Under such a situation, SAVE [Cook and Weisberg (1991) ] may provide a better approach to dimension reduction. Thus, it is of great interest to explore the usefulness of SAVE with contour projected predictors.
For the sake of simplicity, we denote
, and the estimator of τ (Y ) is given in Section 5.4. This motivates us to consider the CP-SAVE kernel matrix,
The following lemma shows that CP-SAVE enables us to estimate a portion of the GCS.
It is known that the traditional SAVE method is able to estimate a portion of the CS under both the linearity condition and the constant variance condition. Lemma 3 demonstrates that CP-SAVE can estimate a portion of the GCS when the predictor is elliptically symmetric distributed. It is remarkable that the constant variance condition is no longer needed here. Furthermore, as noted by Cook and Lee (1999) and Li and Wang (2007) , SAVE estimates the CS exhaustively under some reasonable conditions. This motivates us to study whether CP-SAVE can estimate the GCS exhaustively. To this end, we need the following assumption.
Assumption 2. Let β 0i be the ith component of B 0 and w = (w 1 , . . . , w d 0 ) ⊤ be an arbitrary d 0 × 1 nonzero vector, where B 0 is defined as above. We then assume that
Assumption 2 is valid only if
φ(Y, β 0i ) = 1, which clearly violates Assumption 2. A similar assumption on the predictor X can be found in Li and Wang (2007) and Shao, Cook and Weisberg (2007) . With the help of Assumption 2, the population exhaustiveness of CP-SAVE can be established.
Theorem 6. Assume X has the density function in (2.2), and Y | − → X is dimension reducible. Then, under Assumption 2, we have
In addition to CP-SIR and CP-SAVE, we further extend the CP approach to the dimension reduction method proposed by Li and Wang (2007) in the next section.
Contour projected DR.
4.1. Motivation. Both SIR and SAVE are commonly used dimension reduction estimators. However, SIR fails to provide exhaustive estimation for symmetric regressions [Li (1991) and Cook and Weisberg (1991) ]. Although SAVE is able to estimate the CS exhaustively [Cook and Lee (1999) and Li and Wang (2007) ], its estimation efficiency is relatively poor. To mitigate the weaknesses and enhance the strengths of SIR and SAVE, Li and Wang (2007) recently proposed a novel method, directional regression (DR), for dimension reduction. Specifically, they suggested the kernel matrix of DR to
and (X * , Y * ) is an independent copy of (X, Y ). Moreover, Li and Wang (2007) demonstrated that this matrix is closely related to that of SIR and SAVE in a very interesting yet effective manner.
The major advantages of DR are: (i) DR achieves higher estimation efficiency, and requires fewer computations; (ii) DR is able to estimate the CS exhaustively. These nice properties motivate us to propose a dimension reduction method of contour projected directional regression (CP-DR) that synthesizes the strengths from both the CP and DR approaches. To this end, we adopt Li and Wang's (2007) approach to consider the following kernel matrix for CP-DR:
where
Analogously to Li and Wang (2007) , we refer to − → X − − → X * as the contour projected empirical direction. Note that, due to the absence of the constant variance condition, we replace the constant 2 in the DR kernel matrix with {τ (Y ) + τ (Y * )} to constitute the CP-DR kernel matrix.
The CP-DR dimension reduction method inherits all nice properties from DR. Furthermore, CP-DR enables us to handle heavy-tailed predictor distributions. Finally, CP-DR has the potential to produce a dimension reduction subspace with a much smaller structural dimension than that of DR (see Example 3).
4.2. Population exhaustiveness. Similar to CP-SIR and CP-SAVE, we present the following result to assure that CP-DR estimates a portion of the GCS.
Because DR estimates the CS exhaustively, it is of great interest to show that CP-DR can also estimate the GCS exhaustively. 
Theorem 8 indicates that CP-DR estimates the GCS exhaustively without employing the constant variance condition, which is used by various exhaustive methods [Li, Zha and Chiaromonte (2005) , Zhu and Zeng (2006) and Li and Wang (2007) ].
4.3. A simplified formulation. To reduce the computations necessary for CP-DR, we simplify the analytical form of the kernel matrix M DR in the next theorem.
Theorem 9. The matrix M DR can be expressed as
To ease interpretation, one can rewrite (4.1) as
Thus, it is a natural combination of the kernel matrices of CP-SAVE and CP-SIR. According to Theorem 9, we are able to estimate G y| − → x as long as we
The parameter estimators and their properties are discussed in the next section.
The sampling properties.
5.1. The estimators of µ, Σ and → x. Without loss of generality, we theoretically assume that µ = 0 and Σ = I p (see Section 2.2). In practice, however, both µ and Σ are often unknown and have to be estimated from the data. It is noteworthy that both the distributions of X and − → X are elliptically symmetric with the same contour shapes. Consequently, they share the same scatter matrix Σ via the identifiable constraint tr(Σ) = p. Thus, the estimated scatter matrix of − → X can be used to estimate that of X; see Tyler (1987) .
More specifically, let (y i , x i ) be the observation collected from the ith subject (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where y i ∈ R 1 is the response and x i = (x i1 , . . . , x ip ) ⊤ ∈ R p is a p × 1 predictor vector. To estimate µ and Σ, we follow the method of Tyler (1987) and
Next, we estimate Σ and µ by iterating the following two equations [Tyler (1987) 
where · Σ is the Mahalanobis norm as defined in Section 2.2 and (μ (m) ,Σ (m) ) is the estimator of (µ, Σ) obtained in the mth step. We iterate the procedures of (5.1) and (5.2) until they converge, and denote the resulting estimator by (μ,Σ). For the sake of simplicity, one can fixμ (m) =μ (0) (for every m ≥ 1) without iterating (5.2). The asymptotic efficiency ofΣ is not affected as long as the predictor distribution is elliptically symmetric. Then, by Tyler's (1987) Theorem 2.2, this iterating process is guaranteed to converge computationally with probability 1. Furthermore, by Tyler's (1987) Theorem 4.2, the estimatorΣ is √ n-consistent. In other words, we have
, where H is defined to be the maximum of the absolute singular value of a matrix H, and it becomes the usual L 2 norm if H is a vector. Usingμ andΣ, we obtain the estimator of the contour projected predictor, − →
A preliminary result. To establish the
√ n-consistency of the three CP estimators, we first introduce a technical assumption and then present one preliminary result.
Assumption 3. Assume X 2 has a continuous distribution with a probability density function h(·). We further assume that there exist constants α > 1 and C α > 0 such that t −α h(t) → C α as t → 0. This is a very mild yet reasonable assumption. For example, if X follows a standard normal distribution, then X 2 is a chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. Thus, Assumption 3 is satisfied with α = p/2 − 1 as long as p > 4. Analogously, if X follows a multivariate t-distribution with df degrees of freedom, then X 2 is a F -distribution with the degrees of freedom (p, df ). Once again, Assumption 3 is satisfied with α = p/2 − 1 as long as p > 4. Applying the above assumption, we obtain the following preliminary result.
Theorem 10. Under Assumption 3, we have: (i) E X −4 < ∞. Furthermore, assume thatμ ∈ R p is an arbitrary random vector satisfyingμ = O p (n −1/2 ), andΣ ∈ R p×p is an arbitrary random matrix satisfyingΣ p → I p . We then have:
Theorem 10 (i) indicates that X −4 has a finite moment, which plays an important role in ensuring the √ n-consistency ofΣ; see Theorem 4.2 of Tyler (1987) . Hence, it will be useful for us to show the √ n-consistency of the CP estimators. In addition, Theorem 10(ii) allows us to replace x i − µ Σ by x i Σ , which simplifies the theoretical proof of √ n-consistency; see Appendix A.14 for the details.
5.3.
√ n-consistency of CP-SIR. Without loss of generality, we assume that Y is discrete and has a finite support {1, . . . , K} with K ≥ 2 [see Li (1991) and Cook and Ni (2005) ]. Next, we define z ik = 1 if Y = k and otherwise 0. Then, n k = i z ik is the number of observations falling into the kth slice. Under this setting, the kernel matrix of CP-SIR can be defined as
In the following theorem, we show that
Theorem 11. Under Assumption 3, we havex
The above theorem together withp
Hence, CP-SIR achieves √ n-consistency.
5.4.
√ n-consistency of CP-SAVE and CP-DR. Under the assumption that Y is discrete, the kernel matrix of CP-SAVE given by
For the given data, we can estimate this kernel matrix byM
z ik andτ k is the median ofΣ k 's eigenvalues. The reason for using the median of Σ k 's eigenvalues to estimate τ k is as follows. By Theorem 6, we know that most of the eigenvalues of Σ k = E( − → X − → X ⊤ |Y = k) are equal to τ k , except for those eigenvalues associated with G y| − → x . As a result, the median of Σ k 's eigenvalues is τ (Y ) whenever d 0 < p/2. Applying similar techniques to those used in the proof of Theorem 11, we are able to show that Σ k − Σ k = O p (n −1/2 ). Consequently, we haveτ k − τ k = O p (n −1/2 ); see Eaton and Tyler (1994) . Therefore, M SAVE − M SAVE = O p (n −1/2 ), which implies that CP-SAVE is √ n-consistent. Furthermore, by Theorem 9, we find that M DR is closely related to those of CP-SIR and CP-SAVE. Therefore, M DR can be estimated analogously, and the resulting estimator is also √ n-consistent.
5.5. The estimation of structural dimension. In this subsection, we propose an informal but effective method for determining the structural dimension. For the sake of convenience, we use the generic notation M and M to represent a kernel matrix and its consistent estimator, respectively. In addition, we assume that the structure dimension of M is d 0 , that is, λ j > 0 for any j ≤ d 0 but λ j = 0 for j > d 0 , where λ j is the jth largest eigenvalue of M . Moreover, we definer j =λ j /λ j+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p − 1. Intuitively, if j < d 0 , bothλ j andλ j+1 converge in probability to positive constants. Thus, we haver j = O p (1) for any j < d 0 . On the other hand, if j > d 0 , botĥ λ j andλ j+1 converge in probability to 0. We then assume that bothλ j and λ j+1 share the same convergence speed [this assumption is indeed valid if √ n(M − M ) is asymptotically normal; see Eaton and Tyler (1994) ]. Under this assumption, we also haver
Consequently, one can estimate d 0 byd = arg max 1≤j≤dmaxrj , where d max is the maximum dimension given a priori. In practice, we recommend using d max = 5, which is large enough for the purpose of dimension reduction. We refer to this estimation method as Maximal Eigenvalue Ratio Criterion (MERC), and simulation studies in Section 6.3 suggest that such a simple method works fairly well.
Monte Carlo studies.
6.1. Simulation settings. To evaluate the finite sample performance of CP methods, we conducted extensive Monte Carlo simulations. In these studies,X = (X ⊤ , ε) ⊤ were independently generated from W/ V df /df , where W ∈ R p+1 is a (p + 1)-dimensional standard normal random variable, V df is a chi-squared random variable with degrees of freedom df , and V df is independent of W . As a result, X follows a multivariate t distribution with df degrees of freedom [see Lange, Little and Taylor (1989) ]. In addition, the marginal distributions of X and ε are p-multivariate t distribution and univariate t distribution, respectively [see Muirhead's (1982) ]. Thus, the probability density function of X has the form of (2.2). We then simulated
) ⊤ and g(·, ·, ·) are the prespecified functions of each model given in the next subsection. Under this setting, one can show that − → X is independent of ( X , ε), which leads to
It is noteworthy that X and ε are not independent, except when X follows a normal distribution (i.e., df = ∞).
There are five models considered in our simulation studies. For each model, we simulated 500 data sets. In addition, the number of covariates is p = 20 and the number of slices is H = 5. Moreover, four degrees of freedoms are examined, namely df = 1, 3, 5 and ∞. They represent the case that moments do not exist, the first moment exists, the second moment exists, and the distribution is normal, respectively. For each model, three different inverse regression methods (i.e., SIR, SAVE and DR) and their corresponding contour projected approaches are compared. To evaluate the accuracy of the estimateB, we adopt Li and Wang's (2007) ) ⊤ to commonly represent the true parameter matrix for each of the five models.
6.2. Estimation accuracy. To evaluate the estimation accuracy of the proposed CP methods, we present the detailed structures of the five models given below: (I) Linear conditional mean model [Li (1991) and Ni, Cook and Tsai (2005)], Y = β ⊤ 01 X + 0.5ε = β ⊤
01
− → X × X + 0.5ε, where β 01 = (1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ⊤ ∈ R p and d 0 = 1. (II) Symmetric conditional mean model [Li, Zha and Chiaromonte (2005) [Zhu and Zeng (2006) 
, where I(·) denotes the indicator function, β 0j ∈ R p (j = 1, 2), and d 0 = 2. The first four components of β 01 and the seventh to tenth components of β 02 are taken to be 1, while the rest of the components of β 01 and β 02 are fixed to be 0. It is noteworthy that GCS = CS in models I to IV, while GCS = CS in model V. We consider three sample sizes (n = 200, 400 and 1000) in Monte Carlo studies. To save space, Table 1 only reports the results with n = 400. We find that the performances of the three non-CP methods deteriorates seriously as the tail of the predictor distribution becomes heavier. However, the CP-methods (particularly the CP-DR method) perform satisfactorily across all simulation settings. 6.3. Dimension determination. Employing models I-V discussed in the previous subsection, we study the finite sample performance of MERC. Because the three CP methods and the four df 's yield qualitatively similar findings, we only report the results of CP-DR with df = 3. Table 2 indicates that the percentage ofd = d 0 steadily approaches 100% as the sample size increases. Consequently, MERC is a simple and effective method to determine the structural dimension in large samples. 6.4. Asymmetric predictors. In this paper, the CP theory requires the distribution of the predictor vector to be elliptically symmetric. However, in practice, such an assumption could be violated to some extent. Thus, it is of interest to evaluate the CP performance under nonelliptically symmetric distributions. To this end, we regenerate the W random vector (defined in Section 6.1) from a centralized standard exponential distribution, that is, exp(1) − 1. We then replicate the same simulation experiments as given in the previous subsection. Because the results are qualitatively similar to those in Table 1 , we only report the results with df = 3 and n = 400. Table 3   Table 2 The percentaged = d0 for CP-DR with df = 3
The five models shows that the CP methods perform reasonably well even with asymmetric predictors.
A real example.
To demonstrate the practical usefulness of the CP methodology, we consider an example from the Chinese stock market. The dataset is obtained from the CCER database, which is one of the most authoritative commercial databases for the Chinese stock market (http://www.ccerdata.com/). It contains yearly accounting information for the firms that are publicly listed in the Chinese stock market during the period from 1997 to 2000. The total sample size is 2951 observations. The objective of this study is to understand these firms' earnings patterns, which can be useful information for an investment decision. To this end, the response is the firm's next year return on equity (ROEt). The predictors include the current year accounting variables: return on equity (ROE), logtransformed total assets (ASSET), profit margin ratio (PM), sales growth rate (GROWTH), leverage level (LEV) and asset turnover ratio (ATO). A simple calculation shows that the averaged yearly kurtosis of the aforementioned explanatory variables are given by 260.66 (ROE), 2.82 (ASSET), 365.03 (PM), 224.98 (GROWTH), 10.04 (LEV) and 10.64 (ATO), respectively. Thus, all predictors other than ASSET have heavy-tailed distributions, which motivates us to employ CP for estimating parameters. All predictors are appropriately scaled so that the resulting diagonal components of the scatter matrix are equal to one.
Because CP-DR yields more reliable estimates than the other methods in simulation studies, we employ CP-DR to analyze the data. The resulting structural dimension estimated by MERC isd = 2, and the first two CP-DR estimates are given below. The above estimates clearly indicate that ROE, PM and ATO are the most important variables associated with the firm's future earnings. To further understand their effects, Figure 1 depicts the scatter plots of Y versuŝ η j =β ⊤ j − → X (j = 1, 2). For a better view, we trim off an extremity of 5% of the observations according to the response ROEt. As a result, both plots display the monotonically increasing pattern for those observations with ROEt > 0. Practically, the first indexη 1 can be viewed as the autocorrelation index because the majority of the weight is loaded on the predictor ROE. Moreover, the second indexη 2 can be regarded as the ratio index because the notable weights are loaded on the ratio predictors PM and ATO. Consequently, the higher the return on equity or the larger the profit margin ratio and turnover ratio, the greater the yield of future return (i.e., ROEt).
Although both CP-DR directions depict the monotonically increasing pattern when ROEt > 0, there is no clear pattern that can be identified for those observations with ROEt < 0. This is because firms operating in the Chinese stock market have extremely strong motivation to avoid reporting negative earnings. Otherwise, they might be subject to severe punishment from the China Security Regulation Commission (the government body overseeing the stock market). In addition, the firms with negative ROEt values are typically among those with relatively poor earnings capability. Thus, they are most likely to be involved in heavy earnings management. This induces a value-destroying process [Jiang and Wang (2008) ] and makes the resulting earnings pattern (i.e., the regression relationship as in Figure 1 ) depart from the fundamental economic rules. Consequently, no clear regression pattern can be detected for those observations with ROEt < 0.
8. Discussion. In this paper, we employ the contour projected approach to establish a new theory for sufficient dimension reduction. Our approach leads to the notion of GCS, which is closely related to, but very different from, the traditional CS. To estimate the GCS, we employ three methods, CP-SIR, CP-SAVE and CP-DR, via the CP theory. Monte Carlo studies demonstrate that they are superior to SIR, SAVE and DR, respectively, especially in cases where the predictors have heavy-tailed distributions. In the development of CP theory, we mainly focus on population properties. Therefore, several important topics worth further investigation remain. The first avenue of research would be to further establish the asymptotic normality of the three contour projected estimators [Zhu and Fang (1996) and Li and Zhu (2007) ] as well as to investigate the consistency of the structural dimension estimator, MERC. The second area would be to extend the contour projected approach to existing dimension reduction methods such as dimension reduction via higher-order moments, [Yin and Cook (2002 , 2004 ], dimension reduction in multivariate regressions, [Cook and Setodji (2003) , Li et al. (2003) and Li, Wen and Zhu (2008) ] and shrinkage inverse regressions [Ni, Cook and Tsai (2005) ]. We believe that these efforts would enhance the usefulness of CP in dimension reduction. APPENDIX A.1. Proof of Theorem 1. (Sufficiency of contour asymmetric). According to Proposition 6.2 of Cook (1998b) , C y| − → x is unique, if it exists. Hence, we only need to establish the existence of the CCS. Furthermore, applying the results of Cook (1996) and Cook (1998b) , it is equivalent to show that the intersection [denoted by S(δ)] of two arbitrary SCSs [denoted by S(α) and S(β)] is still a SCS.
If S(α) ⊂ S(β) or S(α) ⊃ S(β), then S(α) ∩ S(β) is a SCS. Thus, we only need to consider S(α) ⊂ S(β) and S(α) ⊃ S(β), which indicates that S(δ) = S(α) and S(δ) = S(β). As a result, the bases α and β can be further decomposed as α = (α 1 , δ) and β = (β 1 , δ), respectively, for some α 1 = ∅ and
, where the support of − → X is the unit contour { − → x : − → x 2 = 1}. Consequently, the support of W is either a unit contour, if rank(η) = p, or the convex set {w : w ≤ 1} if rank(η) < p. This allows us to consider the two separate cases given below to prove that S(δ) is a SCS.
2 }, which is the support of the conditional distribution (W 1 , W 2 )|W 3 = w 3 . For any (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ Ω 12|3 (w 3 ), we have w 1 2 + 0 2 ≤ w 1 2 + w 2 2 ≤ 1 − w 3 2 . Hence, (w 1 , 0) ∈ Ω 12|3 (w 3 ). Because both S(η) and S(α) are SCSs, we obtain 2 . This implies that w * 1 2 + 0 2 ≤ 1 − w 3 2 , which leads to (w * 1 , 0) ∈ Ω 12|3 (w 3 ). This, together with the fact that S(β) is a SCS, results in
Because S(α) is a SCS, we obtain
By (A.1), (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5), we have
Applying Lemma 1 of Zeng and Zhu (2008) , (A.6) leads to the conclusion that S(δ) is a SCS. Note that Cook (1996 Cook ( , 1998b has used this constant function technique to prove his Lemma 2 and Proposition 6.4, respectively.
Case 2 [rank(η) = p]. Let Ω W = {w : w 1 2 + w 2 2 + w 3 2 = 1}, which is a unit contour. In addition, letw j = w j / w j for j = 1, . . . , 3. Because Ω W is a unit contour, any component of ( W 1 , W 2 , W 3 ) is uniquely determined by the other two components. Therefore, for any w ∈ Ω W , we have
Let (w * 1 , w * 2 ) be an another arbitrary point in Ω W such that w * 1 2 + w * 2 2 + w * 3 2 = 1. In addition, letw * j = w * j / w * j for j = 1, . . . , 3. Because S(α) is a SCS, we are able to apply the same techniques as used in the proof of Case 1 and equation (A.7) to obtain
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Using the fact that Ω W is a unit contour, the above equation can be expressed as
Moreover, S(β) is a SCS. This allows us to employ the same technique used in the proof of Case 1 to express the above equation as
Note that (w 1 ,w 2 ) and (w * 1 ,w * 2 ) are arbitrary points. Hence, applying the same argument used in the proof of Case 1, (A.7) and (A.8) lead to
Because we assume that Y | − → X is contour asymmetric, G y (W = w) must be degenerate on W 1 . As a result, S(δ) is a SCS.
(Necessity of contour asymmetric). To show that contour asymmetric is a necessary condition for the existence of the CCS, it suffices to show that C y| − → x does not exist, as long as Y | − → X is contour symmetric on some direction. To this end, we assume that Y | − → X is contour symmetric on direction B 1 . Then, there exists another direction B 2 satisfying A.10) where S(B 1 ) ∩ S(B 2 ) = ∅, S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = R p , and
It is easy to show that (A.10) implies that S(B) = S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) is a SCS. Furthermore, because the support of − → X is a unit contour, the right-hand side of (A.10) can be rewritten as
where B ⊥ 1,2 is a basis of the orthogonal subspace of S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ), and
As a result, S(B * ) = S(B ⊥ 1,2 )∪S(B 2 ) is also a SCS of Y | − → X . However, S(B * )∩ S(B) = S(B 2 ) is not a SCS. Otherwise, by (A.10), G y ( − → X = − → x ) would be degenerate on P B 1 − → x , which contradicts with the definition of contour symmetry. This completes the proof of necessity.
A.2. Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that there are two different GCSs (S 1 and S 2 ) with the minimal structural dimension d 0 [i.e., dim(S 1 ) = dim(S 2 ) = d 0 ]. Because S 1 = S 2 , we have dim(S 1 ∩ S 2 ) < d 0 . Furthermore, according to the assumption that the structural dimensions of S 1 and S 2 are minimal, S 1 ∩ S 2 cannot be a SCS. Thus, if we are able to show that S 1 ∩ S 2 is also a SCS, then the first part of Theorem 2 follows. Based on the definition of K y| − → x , every SCS must contain K y| − → x , which implies the following inequality:
In addition, according to the condition
The above two equations together imply that dim(S 1 ∪ S 2 ) < p. Moreover, applying the same techniques used in the proof of Case 1 in Theorem 1, we obtain the result that S 1 ∩ S 2 is a SCS. The proof of the first part is complete. We next show the second part of Theorem 2. Let G y| − → x be an arbitrary GCS. Because the CCS C y| − → x exists, we have G y| − → x ⊃ C y| − → x . On the other hand, the GCS is the SCS with the minimal structural dimension and the CCS is also a SCS. Accordingly, dim(G y| − → x ) ≤ dim(C y| − → x ), which leads to G y| − → x = C y| − → x . This, together with the uniqueness of C y| − → x , implies G y| − → x is unique. The proof of the second part is complete.
A.3. Proof of Theorem 3.
Applying the Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) , we have B ⊂ B * . Accordingly,
This completes the proof.
Statement (2). By Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) , we know that S y|x is also a SCS. Then, by the definition of the GCS, we have that the structural dimension of G y| − → x cannot be larger than that of S y|x . The proof is complete.
A.4. Proof of Theorem 4. To prove the theorem, we consider two different cases, namely Y | − → X is contour asymmetric and dim(S y|x ) < {p + dim(K y| − → x )}/2.
Case 1 (Y | − → X is contour asymmetric). Applying Theorem 1 and the second part of Theorem 2, we have
is an unknown function and ε is independent of − → X and R. Accordingly, S y|x = ∅ or S y|x = R p . However, the latter situation contradicts the condition that Y |X is dimension reducible. Thus, we only consider the situation where dim(
, which is equivalent to
Note that (P B − → X , R) is a one-to-one mapping of (P B X, P B ⊥ X ), where B ⊥ is a basis satisfying S(B) ∪ S(B ⊥ ) = R p and S(B) ∩ S(B ⊥ ) = ∅. In addition, ( − → X , R) a one-to-one mapping of X. As a result, we obtain
where x = r − → x . Then, Theorem 4 follows if we are able to show that G y (X = x) is degenerate on P B ⊥ x . We assume that Y |X is dimension reducible. Hence, if G y (X = x) is not degenerate on P B ⊥ x , then G y (X = x) must be degenerate on S(B 1 ), which is a subspace of S(B) with dim{S(B 1 )} > 0. Accordingly,
where B 2 satisfies S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = S(B) and S(B 1 ) ∩ S(B 2 ) = ∅. This implies that S(B * ) = {S(B 2 ) ∪ S(B ⊥ )} is a SDR subspace of Y |X. Then, from Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) 
]. Similar to Case 1, we only consider a situation where dim(G y| − → x ) > 0. By Lemma 2 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) , we know that S y|x is also a SCS. Then, according to the definition of GCS, we have dim(G y| − → x ) ≤ dim(S y|x ). As a result, we obtain G y| − → x ⊂ S y|x . Otherwise, applying the condition that dim(
, together with the same technique used in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that {G y| − → x ∩ S y|x } = G y| − → x , but is a SCS. This indicates that the structural dimension of {G y| − → x ∩ S y|x } is smaller than that of G y| − → x , which contradicts the definition of GCS. Thus, we must have G y| − → x ⊂ S y|x . We slightly abuse notation by letting B be a basis of G y| − → x , which is different from Case 1. Following the same argument used in Case 1, we have
is not degenerate on P B ⊥ x , then there must exist two bases B 1 and B 2 such that G y (X = x) is degenerate on P B 2 x, rank(B 2 ) > 0, S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B 2 ) = S(B), and S(B 1 ) ∩ S(B 2 ) = ∅. As a result, G y (X = x) = G y (P B 1 X = P B 1 x, P B ⊥ X = P B ⊥ x ), which implies that S * = S(B 1 ) ∪ S(B ⊥ ) is a SDR subspace. Moreover, S(B 2 ) ⊂ S * , and hence S(B) = G y| − → x ⊂ S * . However, according to the definition of CS, we must have S y|x ⊂ S * , and hence G y|x ⊂ S * by combining the fact G y| − → x ⊂ S y|x . Therefore, we will get a contradiction if G y (X = x) is degenerate on P B 2 x. Consequently, G y (X = x) is degenerate on P B ⊥ x which implies G y (X = x) = G y (P B X = P B x), which implies that G y| − → x is also a SDR subspace. Combing the previous result G y| − → x ⊂ S y|x , we have G y| − → x = S y|x . The results of Cases 1 and 2 complete the proof.
A.5. Proof of Lemma 1. Let S(B) be an arbitrary SCS. Applying Lemma 1 of Wang, Ni and Tsai (2008) , we have E( − → X |B ⊤ − → X ) = P B − → X , which shows that the linearity condition [Li (1991) ] holds on the contour projected predictor − → X . As a result,
Because S(B) is an arbitrary SCS, we immediately have S{E( − → X |Y )} ⊂ K y| − → x . This completes the proof.
A.6. Proof of Lemma 2. should be a SCS. Then, by previous statement, we know that S(B A ) ⊃ K y| − → x . Hence S(B A ) is also a SCS. Consequently, G y ( − → X = − → x ) degenerates on P B S − → x , which contradicts the assumption that Y | − → X is contour symmetric on B S .
Statement (3).
If Y | − → X is contour asymmetric, then Theorem 1 and the second part of Theorem 2 lead to K y| − → x = C y| − → x = G y| − → x . The proof is complete.
A.7. Proof of Theorem 5. Let M SIR = cov{(E( − → X |Y )}, which is the kernel matrix of CP-SIR. By Lemmas 1 and 2, we have S(M SIR ) ⊂ K y| − → x = C y| − → x = G y| − → x . Next, applying the technique from the proof of Theorem 3 in Li and Wang (2007) , Theorem 5 follows if we are able to show that v ⊤ M SIR v > 0 for all v ∈ G y| − → x with v = 1. Because E( − → X ) = 0, we obtain
By Assumption 1, E(v ⊤ − → X |Y ) is a nondegenerate function in Y . In conjunction with Jensen's inequality, this leads to
Accordingly, v ⊤ M SIR v > 0 for all v ∈ G y| − → x . This completes the proof.
A.8. Proof of Lemma 3. Using the fact that E( − → X |B 0 − → X ) = P B 0 − → X , and given that S(B 0 ) is the GCS, we have
Let B ⊥ 0 denote a orthonormal basis of the subspace that is the orthogonal complement of S(B 0 ). Furthermore, let C = (B 0 , B ⊥ 0 ) so that CC ⊤ = I p . Moreover, define
As a result,
By noting that W 2 = − → X 2 = 1, W ⊥ This completes the proof.
A.13. Proof of Theorem 10.
Statement (1).
According to Assumption 3, we are able to find an a > 0, such that h(t)t −α < 2C α for 0 ≤ t < a. Thus, we have Because h(t) is a probability density function, the first term on the righthand side of (A.21) is finite. By Assumption 3, we have α > 1. Thus, the second term on the right-hand side of (A.21) is also finite. Consequently, we have E X −4 < ∞. This completes the proof.
Statement (2)
. By the definition of · Σ -norm, one can easily verify that Therefore, Statement (2) follows if we are able to show that μ 2 / {min i x i 2 } → p 0. To this end, we compute the following quantity:
where c > 0 is an arbitrary constant. By Assumption 3, we have t −α h(t) > C α /2 when n is large enough. As a result, the right-hand side of (A. → exp − C α c (α+1) 2(α + 1) .
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Moreover, for any arbitrarily small ǫ > 0, we can find a sufficiently large c such that the right-hand side of (A.23) is smaller than ǫ/2. Hence, we have that lim sup n→∞ P min 1≤i≤n x i 2 > cn −1/(α+1) < ǫ, which implies min 1≤i≤n x i 2 = O p (n −1/(α+1) ). This together with the fact μ = O p (n −1/2 ) leads to
The proof is complete.
